The nice Eu2P story!

- **OCT 07**
  IMI call: Initial public consortium

- **JUL 08**
  First submission of the Eu2P project by the public consortium

- **SEP 08**
  Eu2P is ranked first by a panel of 12 experts

- **OCT 08**
  15 pharma companies join the Eu2P consortium

- **APR 09**
  Again, Eu2P project with the public-private partnership is ranked first by the experts!

- **SEP 09**
  Start of Eu2P for five years with 7.2 Millions Euros

- **SEP 14**
  Eu2P should be self-sustainable
Who are the Eu2P public-private partners?

A consortium gathering the best of the pharmaceutical industry, regulatory authorities and academia in the field

- **15 major** pharmaceutical companies,
- **The European** medicines agency & **French** medicines agency,
- **7 European universities**, the most famous ones in the field
What are the objectives of the public-private Eu2P consortium?

1. Respond to the growing need for well-trained professionals, specialists and non-specialists, in pharmacovigilance and pharmacoepidemiology

2. Develop educational curriculum and diplomas with a high level of excellence through Europe

3. Develop innovative, modular and interactive e-teaching and e-learning methods
What are the successes of the public-private Eu2P consortium?

1. Eu2P has built a curriculum in pharmacovigilance and pharmacoepidemiology targeted to specialists and non-specialists to meet public, private and regulatory needs.

2. Eu2P has signed joint agreements for 25 Certificates and a Master degree recognized by the public and private partners.

3. Eu2P has deployed an e-learning platform in order to deliver certificates and Master through interactive and on-the-job training facilities.
What are the curriculum and the rules defined by the Eu2P public-private consortium

1. Eu2P has established a training catalogue: curriculum & organisation
   including harmonised rules on the course content organisation & research project characteristics e.g. ECTS credit calculation, pre-requisites, assignments modalities…

2. Eu2P has established common grounds from the application process up to the final diploma award
   Trainee application system, general eligibility conditions and general pre-requisites, selection process, examination process and mutual recognition

3. Eu2P has established main values through a common financial statement
   To behave as a non-profit organization
   To be transparent
   To insure fair incomes distribution
   To reach self-sustainability
   To offer savings to trainees associated to Eu2P consortium
   To offer scholarships to trainees based on academic merit and research interest
How are organised Eu2P courses?

Modules

Mandatory
(depending on MSc Pathway)

Optional

Levels
- introductory
- intermediate
- advanced

E-learning
Face-to-face

Modules — ECTS credits

Certificates for non-specialists 3

Certificates for specialists 3 to 6

Master Year 1 60

Master Year 2 60

PhD 180

research
1. Deployment of the Eu2P central office
Seven persons in the university of Bordeaux premises dedicated to day-to-day training coordination, e-learning platform, communication, legal, financial and quality aspects

2. Eu2P Video on YouTube
More than 1000 views in 1 year!

3. Eu2P website for promotion + application
n°1 on Google with “pharmacovigilance training” search!
What is the Eu2P e-learning platform?
http://elearning.eu2p.org
What is a course on the Eu2P e-learning platform?
http://elearning.eu2p.org
How is structured a course on the Eu2P e-learning platform?

3 types of formats that can be combined

1- Face-to-face
   Live recorded
   Handouts, training resources Tutoring by forum, chat... on e-learning platform
   Video record

2- E-teaching
   Video conference
   Handouts, training resources Tutoring by forum, chat... on e-learning platform
   Video conference record

3- E-learning pathway
e-course
   Handouts, training resources, recorded lecture... Tutoring by forum, chat... on e-learning platform

Possibility that recordings are added to e-course
First Eu2P trainees intake in 2011!

- **On-line application and registration process for the Joint Eu2P Master and certificate**
  - 80 students and healthcare professionals have created a “MyEu2P” account to submit an online application at [http://www.eu2p.org](http://www.eu2p.org)
  - 15 candidates have been selected for the first Master and Certificate intake
  - Master and Certificate Programmes have started on September 26th 2011
  - Eu2P Certificate sessions run along the year!
What is the expected benefit to patients?

Eu2P trained health professionals will have a common European theoretical and practical understanding in medicines benefits and risks,

Professionals not directly related to health will get a chance to improve their knowledge about medicines benefits and risks,

Patients will get a chance to be trained in medicines risk communication,

Health professionals together will be more efficient and coordinated in Europe

Non-health professionals and patients will be better informed, more familiar with medicines & better health-protected
Further information

- Contact: contact@eu2p.org
- Eu2P project website: www.eu2p.org
- Eu2P video available on YouTube: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oh9KyQK3e0c
- www.imi.europa.eu